Phi Beta Kappa is turning 243! As we celebrate another year around the sun, aim for the stars
this Keys to Action week 2019. We hope your association will join us for an action-packed week to
champion the arts and sciences. Your participation is key to making a difference.
Together, we can demonstrate how an arts and sciences education cultivates a meaningful,
productive, and engaged life. Whether your association members have only a few minutes or can
spare a few hours, you will find plenty of suggestions here to make an impact, have some fun, and
learn something new.
The national office will award one $500 prize to a star association for the most energized and creative
use of this year’s theme. We hope to see out of this world engagement!
Contact Nora Eigenbrodt, PBK’s National Arts and Sciences Initiative Associate, at neigenbrodt@pbk.
org with any questions. This is a great time to boost visibility and celebrate lifelong learning!
How can your association become a stellar KEY TO ACTION?
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GET SOCIAL: EASY WAYS TO LIGHT UP THE INTERNET!
Let us do all the work for you. Simply retweet and share Phi Beta Kappa’s Keys to Action
week posts from the national office on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.
If you can dedicate more time, share your own activities, photos, and updates with us.
Tag them with #PBKKeystoAction, #PBK243, and @PhiBetaKappa so that we can share
them with Phi Beta Kappa members across the country. Need some help getting started?
We made it easy for you: take a look at our Social Media Resource Guide at the end of this
document for some sample posts.
Send an email to Phi Beta Kappa members in your association telling them about Keys
to Action week. Ask them to join in by liking and following Phi Beta Kappa on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
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“FRIENDSHIP”
Let’s pique some curiosity about your association and connect you to new members
in your area. We would love to spotlight upcoming programs or events that you host to
help grow your association. Tell us how you shine by emailing advocacy@pbk.org.
Bring your association together to celebrate the spirit of friendship and lifelong
learning with an updated nod to our founding in a tavern. Get a group together to
learn something new at a local Astronomy on Tap, Think & Drink, or Profs and Pints
event. Want to show off your multidisciplinary knowledge? Plan or attend a trivia night.
Donors are pretty good friends to have. Organize a Giving Tuesday campaign around
Keys to Action week and spotlight your star donors.
Plan a recognition event for the gold-star volunteers who dedicate their time
and passion to your association. You could also create #tbt thank you posts from
successful events.
Are there champions of the arts, humanities, sciences, and mathematics in your
community that you can recognize and celebrate? Profile your association member
rock stars!
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“MORALITY”
Education is more than just a private good, it is vital to a vibrant culture and democracy.
Encourage meaningful conversations among association members. Find a time and space
to discuss subjects that are important to your members.
Give back by getting a group together for a citizen science community project, beginning a
school supplies drive for students who can’t access quality learning materials, or discussing
great books with older adults in a local senior center.
Your association can build new audiences for the arts, humanities, natural sciences,
mathematics, and social sciences in your town or city by attending events or giving
volunteer support to a local cultural organization. You can find some inspiring examples
from our Cities of Distinction events.
Does your association expand opportunities to access the arts and sciences by providing
scholarships or awards for members? Use Keys to Action week to shine a light on those
programs or to announce a new one. You can also help the Society promote our new Key

into Public Service undergraduate scholarship.
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“LITERATURE”
Schedule your monthly book club meeting this week. Consider selecting our Phi
Beta Kappa Award for Science winner, Light of the Stars. If your association does
not currently have a book club, Keys to Action week is a great time to launch one.
Check out Phi Beta Kappa’s Book Clubs page or Spoiler Alert for inspiration and
guidance.
Find an underserved library in your area and ask their librarian for a wish list of
5-10 (or more) books that your association could donate.
Make sure future students can access quality arts and sciences education around
the nation. Subscribe to our State of the Arts & Sciences newsletter for monthly
opportunities to take action.
Tune in to The American Scholar’s podcast Smarty Pants. Every week you can
catch interviews with the liveliest voices from literature, the arts, sciences, history,
and public affairs.
Phi Beta Kappa values academic, intellectual, and literary free expression.
Consider attending a PEN America event near you.
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SAMPLE POSTS FOR YOUR ASSOCIATION
Happy Anniversary Phi Beta Kappa! (Association Name) is proud to celebrate 243 years of excellence in the arts and sciences with you! #PBKKeystoAction #PBK243 @PhiBetaKappa
Thanking our lucky stars for our accomplished members. Snap a #PBKSelfKey to join us in the celebration of #PBK243. #PBKKeystoAction
This #PBKKeystoAction week, join (Association Name) in aiming for the stars by attending our (insert event name). #PBK243 @PhiBetaKappa
•

@PhiBetaKappa member Theodore Roosevelt once said, “Keep your eyes on the stars, and
your feet on the ground.” This #PBKKeystoAction week, we’re taking Teddy’s words to heart!
#PBK243
SAMPLE TWITTER/FACEBOOK TOPICS

@PhiBetaKappa champions a strong legacy for bright futures. How has your liberal arts and sciences education brightened your future? #PBKKeystoAction #PBK243
This #PBKKeystoAction week, we are aiming for the stars! What professional, personal, or educational goals are you aiming for? #PBK243 @PhiBetaKappa
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